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CLIMATE CHANGE

Some Good News in MESIA

It is difficult to forecast the exact regional climatic
impacts of global warming. In the short term,
some regions may benefit from it and some will
see disastrous consequences. However, in the long
term, the net impact for human livelihood will be
overwhelmingly punishing.

Dear members,
The main mission of MESIA has been to share
knowledge in the solar market, initiate profitable
thinking between our members and communities
since its foundation. In transition to this we are glad
to make few announcements.

As a good news does not come up by itself, MESIA
is happy to team up with ATA Insight, a global
communication firm and share the list of their
upcoming digital events on MESIA newsletter
members.

Our team work constantly to follow MESIA vision
and provide the best practices. That is why we have
decided to publish a new article on a monthly basis.
It will cover different topics which are related to
renewable sector but also, environment, sustainability,
energy transition, financing, regulations… All aspects
that have a significant impact on the solar sector
and your activity.

Stay tuned… some other good news are on their way.

Climate Change
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Research and Content Manager

Floating Solar Advancements

Floating Solar
Advancements
Exclusive Interviews with MESIA Members
Enerwhere & DNVGL

MESIA had the pleasure to
interview Fares Feras Shadid, head
of off grid division at Enerwhere
and Michele Tagliapietra, Energy
Storage Consultant and Project
Manager of the Floating Solar
Power Joint Industry Project to
learn more about Abu Dhabi’s pilot
project and DNVGL’s initiative.
Download here.

By Dania Musallam
Research and Content Manager
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There will be more frequent and, with greater
intensity, extreme weather events, such as rainstorms,
draught, typhoons, and heat waves. Precipitation
patterns are expected to change as moisture in the
air will increase.

If you haven’t had the time to read scientific papers
about global warming, you may still think that its
causes are subject to debates between experts
and that we should wait for more clarity before
committing ourselves to drastic measures. You may
also think that this is something that will be fixed
through the current trend of initiatives around
the world, and that anyway, if the earth surface
temperature increases by few degrees, well so be
it. Here is why global warming is a major cause of
concern for humankind, why the speed at which
initiatives are implemented matters and what
the future can look like in the next decades if we
successfully implement today’s available solutions.

Since water expands when warmed and, as more ice
is melting, the sea level will rise. Large coastal areas
may disappear in a not so distant future, compelling
millions of people to find new territories to occupy
as shown in Figure 2. Land available for agriculture
will become scarcer, thus putting another pressure
on our societies.
What’s more, if the oceans are absorbing heat, they
also absorb a lot of the CO2 from the atmosphere
and their composition is becoming more acidic at a
fast rate – threatening marine lives and destroying
existing eco-systems.
Every 0.1°C increase matters. For example, it
is assumed by IPCC that between 180 and 270
million people will be exposed to water scarcity in
a +1.5°C compared to +2°C scenario. The current
environmental impacts are happening already with
only a +0.9°C increase compared to the temperature
of the late 19th century.
The most vulnerable populations will be the first
to feel the consequences of climate change. And if
we do not do anything soon to limit the increase of
temperature, the environment will become, in only a
few decades from now, extremely hostile, and highly
unpredictable.
Download the full report here.
By Karim Megherbi

Reality of Global Warming
One of the most striking impacts of global warming
is the acceleration of the melting of the cryosphere.
Global warming has a “snowballing” effect. As earth’s
temperature increases, ice on the planet is thinning
and lesser incoming solar radiation is reflected
into the atmosphere. More ice will then melt, and
reform more slowly, as shown in Figure 1, releasing
greenhouse gas that were trapped over thousands
of years. As the oceans are absorbing most of the
heat in the atmosphere, they are getting warmer,
thinning further the ice caps.
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WHAT IS NEXT

MIDDLE EAST SOLAR NEWS

Webinars – Just click to register

UAE: As Solar Energy Rises In The Middle East, Will The Sun Set On
The Oil & Gas Sector? The Rise Of Solar Power

Emerging Opportunities for Energy Storage in the Iberian Peninsula
Wednesday 8 July 10am CEST

Source : Euronews  
18 June 2020
The UAE has some of the highest
solar exposure rates in the world.
The country currently receives the
majority of its energy from fossil
fuels, yet it plans to increase the
use of renewable energy by up to
50% by 2050. It started its solar
endeavours in 2013, and since
then launched Abu Dhabi’s Noor
Solar plant last year. The company
claims it will generate the world’s
cheapest solar power for around
160,000 households by 2022

Optimize Your Bifacial Pv Tracker Project To Deliver Extra Energy Gains
Wednesday 8 July 5pm CEST
Grid Edge Solutions To Accelerate Renewable Deployment In Islands And Remote Communities
Thursday 9 July 3pm CEST

Renewable Power Is Increasingly Cheaper Than Any New Electricity
Capacity Based On Fossil Fuels, Says IRENA
Source : UTLITIES
2 June 2020

Read more.
IRENA’s
newly
launched
‘Renewable Power Generation
Costs in 2019’ report highlights
that new renewable power
generation
projects
now
increasingly undercut existing
coal-fired plants
Read more.

UAE: Majid Al Futtaim Shopping Malls Generates Enough Renewable
Energy to Power 3,500 Average Households for One Year
Source : Construction Business News
15 June 2020

DNV GL Launches Initiative To Define Standards For Floating Solar
Projects
Source : Renewable Now
11 June 2020
Global quality assurance and risk
management firm DNV GL has
initiated a joint industry project
(JIP) with 14 international energy
players to develop a broad set
of standards that will guide the
development of floating solar
projects.

Majid Al Futtaim, the leading
shopping
mall,
communities,
retail and leisure pioneer across
the Middle East, Africa and
Asia, has published its annual
Sustainability Report, showcasing
the key sustainability milestones
the company achieved in 2019.
The report underscores Majid Al
Futtaim’s commitment to the UN
Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs).
Read more.

Read more.
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WHO’S WHO

NEW MEMBERS

What is your role at SQM and how would you
describe your job?
As Senior Commercial Director for Industrial
Nitrates, I am responsible worldwide for the sales
and technical development of nitrates salts used
in industrial applications. Specifically in the solar
energy generation, our salts are used in CSP plants
as a storage medium and heat transfer flu-id. In this
way CSP plants can operate for extended hours
when the sun is not shining. Most of the CSP plants
are currently being built with large storage units
to supply baseload power. In my job I am trying to
be as close as possible to the industry not only for
commercial and technical matters but also on R&D
initiatives.
How did you start your journey in the solar industry?
SQM is world leader supplier of solar salts and we
pioneered in this application since the nineties
when we supplied the Solar Two project in Barstow,
California. Then I started to follow up the development of the commercial plants since the very
beginning around 2006. Since then it has been a
challenging but very interesting journey. We work
hard to maintain our supplier leading position and
nowadays we are proud to be the supplier of the
major CSP project in world which is being built in the
Middle East.

Mr Giuseppe Casubolo
Sr Commercial Director
SQM

What is your most memorable moment in Solar?
There are many good memories especially when you
have the luck to be there since the very beginning of
a new industry. One of the milestones I will always
remember is when we reached an agreement for the
supply of a huge inventory of solar salts (thousands
of metric tons) to a large CSP plant in the USA. This
is an impressive unique operation which requires a
detailed co-ordination on the whole supply chain
flow. It felt good to be part of it and being successful.

SQM INTERNATIONAL
Partner Members
Belgium
www.sqm.com
SQM is a Chilean company with worldwide presence in industries essential
for human development, through five principal business lines: specialty plant
nutrition, lithium and derivatives, iodine and derivatives, industrial chemicals
and potassium.Throughout their 50 years of innovation and technological
development, they have established themselves as world leaders in the
lithium, potassium nitrate, iodine and thermo-solar salts markets.

FTC SOLAR
Partner
USA
www.ftcsolar.com
FTC Solar is a veteran-led organization that traces its origins back to
the SunEdison engineering services group. The team at FTC Solar has
experience in developing and executing multiple GW’s of solar projects
from conceptual project development through design, construction and
commissioning of the site. Their experience spans both utility and commercial
installations over multiple years of development. With a background in both
development and asset ownership, FTC Solar understand the need to find
better, more cost efficient solutions throughout the system development
cycle while still maintaining the high quality levels needed for 25+ years of
continuous operation.

MESIA NEW JOINER
Dear Member
We would like to inform you that Anne Couesnon has
recently joined us as MESIA's new Operations and
Event manager, taking over Micheline Thienpont's
role. Anne has more than 15 years of international
experience in construction, engineering, renewable
energy and has been in the region for the last 7
years. We wish her a warm welcome among the
MESIA community.
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MESIA MEMBERS’ NEWSLETTERS

Trina Solar Unveils TrinaPro Mega, an Ultra-high-Power Smart PV
Solution

SHARE YOUR SUCCESS

Yellow Door Energy Commissions Solar Park for Jordan’s Jabri
Restaurant

18 June
Trina Solar has announced the global launch of
TrinaPro Mega, an ultra-high power smart PV
solution featuring modules with power output
exceeding 500W. With further improvements
in product selection and integrated design, the
solution enhances the overall system performance
and reduces the levelized cost of energy (LCOE).
Following the debut of the Vertex ultra-high-power
new 500W-plus module in February, TrinaPro Mega
marks yet another benchmark for the era of the
500W power output, as it delivers an optimized
solution for the application of Vertex modules in
downstream systems.
Read more.

The Solar Market in Kenya after COVID
4 June

Yellow Door Energy, a leading sustainable energy
provider for businesses, has commissioned a
1.2 megawatt-peak (MWp) solar park for Jabri
Restaurant.
Located in Al-Salt, Jordan and covering an area of
22,000 square meters, this solar park will generate
2,145 megawatt-hours of clean energy in the first

year of operation, equivalent to reducing carbon
emissions by 1,500 tonnes. It will also meet over 70%
of Jabri Restaurant’s annual energy consumption
needs, providing clean energy for Jabri restaurants
in Jordan.
Watch the drone footage here.

Arctech Solar Delivered 575MW SkyLine Trackers to Middle East’s
Largest PV Plant
16 June

As economies around the world struggle to survive
the Covid-19 pandemic, the solar industry has shown
signs of strong performance and opportunity for
growth post COVID in Europe, Asia, the Middle East
and North America. In these regions the overall
energy demand has fallen and renewables like solar
have carried the load (pun intended) by increasing in
the overall energy mix. Renewables have increased
in the energy mix in Europe 12-30% during the last
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six months showing that grids are manageable with
more renewable energy than previously thought.
Portugal has not used coal in 60 days.. fossil fuels
are down around 35% in Germany.. and investment
in renewables seems as though it will continue to
grow.
Read more.

Trina Solar has announced that it has signed an
agreement with the Yemeni photovoltaic firm Al
Raebi for Trading Co. to be its authorized distributor
in Yemen. The agreement comes as a further
commitment of Trina Solar’s expansion plans and

towards increasing its footprint in the Middle East &
Africa region.
Read more.
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CONTACT US
If you have a question or would like to speak to us about a project, please contact the relevant board
member below. For urgent queries please contact anne@mesia.com
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Chairman					 		Abdul Aziz Al Midfa
President					 		Ahmed Nada 		
Vice-President				 			Alexandre Allegue 		
Secretary General 			
			
Martine Mamlouk
Finance, Governance And Government Relations Director Khawla Albloushi
Marketing Director 			
			
Gurmeet Kaur 		
Legal Director				 			Laura Capelin 		
International Development Director 			
Vikas Bansal		

chairman@mesia.com
ahmed@mesia.com
alex@mesia.com
martine@mesia.com
khawla@mesia.com
gurmeet@mesia.com
laura@mesia.com
vikas@mesia.com

EXECUTIVE TEAM
Operations & Events Manager 				
Anne Couesnon
Membership Manager 					Karine Metivier 		
Content and Report Manager					
Dania Musallam

anne@mesia.com
karine@mesia.com
dania@mesia.com

mesia.com

